
Two legendary brands
ONE REVOLUTIONARY TRIPOD

flowtech-tripod.com Revolutionise the way you work
with the world’s fastest tripod legs

Introducing

Two legendary brands
ONE REVOLUTIONARY TRIPOD



flowtech™ 75 technology  
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Two legendary brands
ONE REVOLUTIONARY TRIPOD

Presenting flowtech™ 75, a versatile, lightweight tripod that is 
easier and faster to deploy and adjust than any other tripod.  
Performance tested in extreme conditions, flowtech™ 75 is a 

revolution in tripod technology, giving the camera operator 
ultimate versatility and improving their workflow. Try it and 

join the revolution. 
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flowtech´s tripod bowl has 3 x 3/8“ threads 
which can be used for attaching a magic arm or 
the flowtech attachment mount to hang a bag, 
battery pack or an optional carrying strap.

flowtech 75 is compatible with all major 75-mm fluid heads and is ideally 
suited for fluid heads from the Sachtler or Vinten product families.
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flowtech™ 75 is a revolutionary new set of two-stage 
carbon fibre tripod legs with quick release brakes, 
a mid-level  spreader,* rubber feet and a payload 
capacity of 20 kg (44 lb). 

The Next Evolution in Tripod Technology
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Unique quick release brakes:
Deploy and adjust your tripod in an instant.

New ergonomic carbon fibre leg design:
Easy to transport and exceptional torsional stiffness.

Versatile hinge lock mechanism:
Capture extremely low and high shots.

Extensive endurance and environmental testing:
Superior performance and reliability.

* Not included with Ace XL FT and Vision Blue FT systems



Lightweight with Exceptional Torsional Stiffness

Ergonomic carbon fibre design
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Lightweight and easy to transport, flowtech™ 75 is specifically 
designed to comfortably rest on the camera operator’s shoulder 
while magnetic locks ensure that the tripod legs remain secured 
during transport. 

Exceptional torsional stiffness 
ensures that the tripod doesn’t 
twist during panning movements.

Located at the top of the tripod, the quick 
release brakes enable the legs to be deployed 
simultaneously and can quickly adjust to the  
height that you need and the ground’s surface 
- eliminating the need to bend over or manually 
adjust multiple brakes on each leg.

Deploy and adjust your tripod in an instant

Unique Quick Release Brakes
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flowtech’s new quick attach and release foot 
mechanism enables users to easily adapt to the 
grounds surface.

New foot mechanism
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New easy to use foot mechanism

flowtech’s unique hinge lock allows users to 
capture extremely low, ground-level shots 
along with higher shots. This effectively 
eliminates the need to take a set of baby legs 
to the shoot.

Capture extremely low and high shots

Versatile Hinge Lock
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Tested in the most punishing environments, flowtech excels in 
sludge, sand and extreme temperatures.  Furthermore, with 
30,000 deployment cycles and 1.5 million clamp operations 
on an endurance rig flowtech surpasses Sachtler and Vinten’s 
stringent performance targets.

Superior performance and reliability

Performance Tested
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Extended description 2-stage carbon fibre tripod with quick release brakes, mid-level spreader FT
and rubber feet FT

Payload 20 kg / 44 lb 

Tripod bowl 75 mm

Material Carbon fibre

Weight
(Tripod only) 2.9 kg / 6.4 lb

Weight
(Tripod with rubber feet and mid-level 
spreader)

3.5 kg / 7.7 lb

Spreaderless mode height range 26 - 153 cm / 10.2 - 60.2 in

Mid-level spreader height range 63 - 157 cm / 24.8 in - 61.8 in

Transport length 68 cm / 26.7 in

Extension 2x

Sachtler Code: 4585 Vinten Code: V4150-0003

Specifications

flowtech supports all cameras within the payload range  including the most popular digital cinema cameras such 
as the Blackmagic URSA Mini, Canon C300 MKII and Sony FS7.
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Available Systems

Ace XL fluid head 
(S2150-0004) +

tripod flowtech 75 with rubber 
feet FT +

padded bag (9116)

2 - 8 kg / 4.4 - 17.6 lb

2.1 - 5 kg / 4.6 - 11 lb 3 - 6.6 kg / 6.6 - 14.6 lb 5 - 12 kg / 11 - 26.5 lb
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FSB 4 fluid head (0307) + 
tripod flowtech 75 MS with 

mid-level spreader and
rubber feet (4585) +
padded bag 75 (9116)

0 - 4 kg / 0 - 8.8 lb

FSB 6 fluid head (0407) + 
tripod flowtech 75 MS with 

mid-level spreader and
rubber feet (4585) + 
padded bag 75 (9116)

1.5 - 8 kg / 3.3 - 17.6 lb

FSB 6 T  fluid head (0405) + 
tripod flowtech 75 MS with 

mid-level spreader 
and rubber feet (4585) + 

padded bag 75 (9116)

1.5 - 8 kg / 3.3 - 17.6 lb

FSB 8 T fluid head (0707)
+ tripod flowtech 75 MS 

with mid-level  spreader and 
rubber feet (4585) + 
padded bag 75 (9116)

1 - 10 kg / 2.2 - 22 lb

FSB 8 T fluid head (0705) 
+ tripod flowtech 75 MS 

with mid-level spreader and 
rubber feet (4585) +
padded bag 75 (9116)

System Ace XL FT 75 | 1017 System FSB 4 FT MS | 0395 System FSB 6 FT MS | 0495 System FSB 6 T FT MS | 0465 System FSB 8 FT MS | 0795 System FSB 8 T FT MS | 0765

1 - 10 kg / 2 - 22 lb

Vision blue fluid head (V4092-0001) 
+ flowtech 75 with rubber feet and 

soft case 75 (V4150-1850).

System Vision blue FT | VB-FT

Vision blue3 fluid head (V4106-0001) + 
flowtech 75 MS (V4150-0003) and soft 

case 75 (V4150-1850)

System Vision blue3 FT MS | VB3-FTMS

Vision blue5 fluid head (V4105-0001) + 
flowtech 75 MS (V4150-0003) and soft 

case 75 (V4150-1850)

System Vision blue5 FT MS | VB5-FTMS
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